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ABSTRACT
Despite the promise of “digital twins”, prototyping building applica-
tions remains difficult due to the diverse structure and composition
of building control systems and lack of standard descriptions and
representative test buildings. Recent advances in building simula-
tion software allow development of control sequences in a realistic
and reproducible manner, but lack industry-standard interfaces and
thus impede porting developed controls to real buildings. In this
paper, we discuss the design and implementation of a simulated
digital twin which uses open-source technologies to present simu-
lated buildings as if they were “brick and mortar.” We demonstrate
how integrating building simulations software, control network
virtualization and semantic metadata into a digital twin facilitates
application prototyping and enables future novel applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the increased penetration of digital interfaces to buildings
comes the ability to construct advanced, software-driven analytics
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and controls. These applications can lower energy consumption,
increase building performance and enhance occupant comfort; how-
ever, prototyping these applications remains difficult.

First, buildings are characterized by extreme heterogeneity in
their architecture, the composition and topology of their various
subsystems, and the digital interfaces used to interact with them.
This variability (Challenge #1), coupled with a lack of standardized
metadata for communicating that variability (Challenge #2), means
most building software must be bespoke to each deployment site. It
is also time consuming for software developers to develop the deep
technical understanding of each building they interact with; build-
ings commonly contain unusual equipment, system configurations,
or digital interfaces (Challenge #3). Finally, a lack of common test
buildings makes it difficult to conduct “apples to apples” compar-
isons of software performance across buildings (Challenge #4).

Building simulation software such as EnergyPlus [4] and those
based on the Modelica language [11] address Challenge #4 by en-
abling creation of reproducible simulations that facilitate measure-
ment of different building behaviors. BOPTEST [3] builds on Mod-
elica to address Challenges #3 and #4 by providing a REST API to
implement controls against publicly available building emulators
and calculate relevant KPIs. The REST abstraction is useful for pro-
totyping, but does not help in porting applications to real buildings
because those building management systems do not speak REST.

Recent developments to standardize digital descriptions of build-
ings in the form of semantic metadata help manage the heterogene-
ity of buildings (Challenges #1 and #2). Metadata efforts such as
Brick [2] and Project Haystack [1] lift existing ad-hoc and unstruc-
tured descriptions into machine readable data models that facilitate
software development. They allow software to easily identify and
access available data as well as reason about the structure and topol-
ogy of building subsystems which are often hidden in simulated
settings. However, such metadata solutions do not grapple with
the intricacies of physics, control processes and other essential
elements of the buildings operation.

These features have yet to be synthesized into a single solution
for prototyping building applications. We present the prototype of
such a system which permits the development and reproducible
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evaluation of building applications in a “realistic” setting: a sim-
ulated building with a virtual industry-standard control network
and a descriptive semantic metadata model. We call this assembly
a simulated digital twin (SDT) because it combines the interfaces
and abstractions of a “brick and mortar” building with the repro-
ducibility and visbility of a simulation. Specifically, we construct
our prototype using BOPTEST [3], BACnet, and Brick [2].

2 BACKGROUND
We first give a brief overview of the three primary components of
the SDT: the simulation framework, the building communication
protocol, and the semantic metadata model. For each, we illustrate
the essential features and characteristics that enable the SDT.

Some technology choices are not fundamental to the design:
for example, a SDT could easily be implemented using OPC-UA,
LonTalk or other communication protocols. Other choices (e.g.,
BOPTEST) provide critical abstractions that are not easily replaced.

2.1 Building Operation TESTing (BOPTEST)
The BOPTEST Framework [3] is a set of software elements and
services to emulate building HVAC systems such that control al-
gorithms can be tested and benchmarked. The building emulation
models in BOPTEST are developed using Modelica [11], which en-
ables representing realistic physical dynamics, especially HVAC
system pressure-flow dynamics, as well as explicit, dynamic control
logic. The models include a baseline control strategy and allow the
overwriting of the supervisory and local-loop (i.e. actuator) control
signals. BOPTEST exposes the “control points” of these models
using a standard web interface that allows control algorithms to
interact with the models as if they are physical buildings. The frame-
work also includes calculation of standardized key performance
indicators (KPI) based on data generated during the simulation.

BOPTEST has three major components. First, it contains a run
time environment that provides a rapidly accessible and repeatable
environment to deploy the building emulators, select test scenarios,
manage control signals and measurement outputs, simulate the
responses of the emulators to external control signals, and calculate
KPIs. Second, it contains a public repository of deeply vetted and
well-documented test cases that provide all the necessary infor-
mation required to emulate a particular building and calculate the
defined KPIs, including the building model and exogenous inputs
for KPI calculation and forecast generation such as electricity prices
or carbon emission factors. BOPTEST also contains a KPI calculator
that uses the outputs of the simulation to generate relevant metrics
to evaluate the performance of a test controller.

2.2 BACnet
BACnet is a digital communications protocol developed byASHRAE
for building automation and control networks. BACnet provides
a sophisticated data model for enabling interoperable interactions
between devices, sensors, controllers and other computational ele-
ments; for the purpose of an initial SDT, we concentrate on devices,
objects and properties. We chose to construct the SDT with BACnet
because it is a widely-deployed international standard which is
familiar to many building network operators.
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Figure 1: A Brick model captures the topology of the HVAC
system. The system diagram is from BOPTEST’s multizone
office model based on the reference medium office building
from DOE [5]

A BACnet network consists of one or more devices, which each
host a set of addressable objects. BACnet defines a standard set of
object types — e.g., analog input (sensor), analog output (control
output), command (batch writes), and schedule — which organize
the data in a BACnet network into sets of standard properties.

BACpypes1 is an open-source project implementing the BACnet
application and network layers. The modular design of BACpypes
makes it possible to create a virtual BACnet network, in which the
network, devices, objects and properties are implemented entirely in
a single software process. This is a critical feature as it allows the use
of BACnet as a familiarizing abstraction for building simulations.

2.3 Brick
Brick [2] is a graph-oriented metadata ontology for structuring
information about the composition and topology of building sub-
systems and their related data. A Brick model is a digital representa-
tion of a particular building and its constituent data sources, assets,
and other entities. Like other building metadata ontologies and
schemas (REC [9], BOT [13], Haystack [1]), Brick abstracts away
the construction-oriented details of buildings to concentrate on
the contextual information important for applications. Brick has
been demonstrated to decrease developer effort in implementing
data-driven applications over 10s or 100s of buildings [7].

Brick’s role in the SDT is to describe and thus enable discovery
of the inputs and outputs of the simulation corresponding to sen-
sors, setpoints, commands, and other points in a consistent manner,
together with the topological information. The BOPTEST HTTP
API describes these inputs and outputs with short names and de-
scriptive labels that are non-standard and require knowledge of the
underlying simulated building to correctly interpret, as is common
for real buildings. Brick lifts the descriptions of data sources and the
building into a common machine-readable representation that can
be interpreted and consumed without human intervention. This
representation is agnostic to whether the underlying building is real
or simulated; this presents a common metadata interface that can
be used to configure software in both settings. Brick also encodes

1https://github.com/JoelBender/bacpypes
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Figure 2: The movement of data and the references between
the four major components of the SDT

the association between the data sources in the Brick model and
other systems such as a BACnet network.

3 ARCHITECTURE
3.1 Components
The BOPTEST simulation is driven by an external client process (the
BACnet shim) which proxies the inputs from the control network to
BOPTEST via the HTTP API and mirrors updated values from the
simulation into the control network. The BACnet shim implements
a virtual BACnet network containing a single BACnet device which
hosts a virtual BACnet object for each BOPTEST control input and
data output (collectively: “I/O points”) exposed by the HTTP API.
The shim inspects the metadata associated with each I/O point to
instantiate the most appropriate kind of BACnet object; for example
temperature properties are exposed as Analog Input objects with
the current temperature embedded in the Present Value property.

The Brick model relates the objects in the virtual BACnet net-
work to the structure and composition of the underlying building
and its systems. Figure 2 illustrates how the Brick model maintains
references to the virtual BACnet objects as well as the elements
in the BOPTEST model. Applications access the Brick model to
discover live telemetry and control inputs for the BACnet network.

Applications developed for SDT do not know they are executing
over a simulation, reducing future integration costs in bringing an
application from a the SDT testing environment to production.

3.2 Data Flow
The BACnet shim is a standalone process and is responsible for
the data flow in the SDT, and for periodically advancing the state
of the BOPTEST simulation. When the shim starts up, it calls the
BOPTEST HTTP API to initialize the simulation and obtain the
initial values of the simulation state variables. The shim then creates
the virtual BACnet device and objects, and sets the “present value”
properties of the BACnet objects to be the initial values of the
simulation. The shim then goes into an event loop, listening on the
BACnet network for read and write requests from applications or
controllers on the BACnet network.

BOPTEST only advances the state of the simulation when it re-
ceives an HTTP API request to do so, and that API request specifies
how far into the future the simulation should advance. This simula-
tion step is often very fast: BOPTEST can compute many minutes of
simulation time in just a fraction of a second of wall-clock time. The
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Figure 3: Result of a changing a Damper Position Command
via BACnet to increase the air flow rate to a zone

shim periodically advances the simulation so that it is synchronized
with wall clock time. When the BACnet shim advances the state of
the simulation, it passes to BOPTEST the new values of any BACnet
objects which have been changed by another BACnet device.

For example, a supervisory controller may want to change a
setpoint for the "building" the SDT is emulating. To the controller,
the SDT appears as if it were a real building and the controller
will update a BACnet object to change the setpoint. After shim
passes the updated setpoint to BOPTEST, the respective process
variable will start to change in the BOPTEST simulation results,
which the shim will make available in the present value property of
a corresponding BACnet object. To the controller, the SDT responds
the same way and at the same pace as a real building.
3.3 Bootstrapping the Brick Model
Here we explain how embedding semantic annotations in the simu-
lation definition can assist in creating the Brickmodel for a BOPTEST
test building; this is part of an ongoing effort to augment simulations
with descriptive metadata. Software can extract these metadata
annotations, providing the user with standard, machine-readable
descriptions of all of the input and output points for a simulation.

We use the modelica-json [15] tool to convert the Modelica
model embedded within the BOPTEST test case into a simplified
form. The JSON output contains all the simulated elements and their
corresponding semantic annotations. Leveraging the type informa-
tion included in the semantic annotations and the object oriented
design of the Modelica model, we extract relationships between
the different elements. We borrow a technique from [6] to extract
topological (brick:feeds), compositional (brick:hasPart) and
spatial (brick:hasLocation) relationships from other types of ob-
jects and their properties. Finally, we annotate the BMS points in
the Brick model with their BACnet attributes.

4 DEMONSTRATION OF USE
We have constructed a working prototype of the SDT using
BOPTEST, BACnet and BRICK. To demonstrate the end-to-end us-
age, we implement a simple application. We start by first spinning
up BOPTEST simulation for the "multizone-office-simple-air" test
case and extracting a Brick model from the simulation description
using the process in Section 3.3. We then instantiate the BACnet
proxy, which discovers the HTTP endpoints presented by BOPTEST
and creates virtual BACnet objects for each, using the inferred Brick
model to determine the correct type of object. Finally, we enact our
application by writing to a damper position command and observ-
ing the change in the sensed discharge air flow rate. Figure 3 shows
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the change in damper position setpoint and the gradual ramping
up of airflow rate that results from the control input.

5 COMPELLING APPLICATIONS
We now describe three “killer apps” for SDTs: facilitated controller
development and testing, newly-enabled hardware-in-the-loop test-
ing, and elastic co-simulation of large building populations.

Controller Development Over Standard Interfaces: The use
of simulation in developing HVAC control sequences has been
well-established in systems as early as HVACSIM+ [12] and SIM-
BAD [10], and as recent as the Modelica Buildings Library [16]
and BOPTEST [3]. However, there is still a significant difference
between interacting with simulations and interacting with produc-
tion BMS and SCADA systems. As a result, it is non-trivial to port
“lab bench” implementations of controls to function robustly over
actual digital control systems.

The SDT approach has the potential to remove or at least reduce
this porting cost. The virtualized building control system decouples
the configuration of the simulation from the logic of the control
process. Furthermore, BOPTEST’s builtin KPIs eases the perfor-
mance comparison of different controllers. This is reminiscent of
similar work in the wireless sensor network literature [8].

Elastic Co-Simulations of Building Fleets: Existing software
for simulating fleets of buildings are designed to give insight into
their individual and collective energy performance under a variety
of conditions. However, these solutions lack standard interfaces,
which hampers their use in evaluating real-world controllers in
these settings. Software like [17] simulates statistically representa-
tive samples of the U.S. building stock in parallel using high-fidelity
energy simulations. Other software [14] leans on common inter-
faces for reinforcement learning agents. Neither of these support
execution of unaltered control software on building fleets or simu-
lating the behavior of individual buildings at sub-minute intervals.
The SDT system abstracts the entire building simulation behind
the familiar, standard interfaces of BACnet and Brick. We can ex-
tend the behavior of the SDT system with BOPTEST’s capacity for
parallel execution and existing container orchestration software to
manage simulations of fleets of buildings.

Hardware-in-the-Loop Testing: Because our SDT speaks a
standard BMS protocol, it can interoperate with real-world field
controllers and existing BMS software. This makes it easier to
implement hardware-in-the-loop simulations in reproducible and
reconfigurable scenarios, without having to undertake the software
integration effort to bridge an interface gap.

Finally, the SDT platform can be used for training, learning and
experimentation. The combination of standard digital interfaces
and high-fidelity simulations of building behavior provide a realistic
“playground” that carries none of the safety concerns of working
with an actual building.

6 CONCLUSION
We present the design and implementation of a simulated digital
twin, an augmented building simulation with industry-standard
interfaces that enables prototyping applications in a realistic and re-
producible setting. Our SDT platform is open source and is available
online at https://github.com/gtfierro/simulated-digital-twin.
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